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Purpose
Providing intuitive and easy to operate interaction mechanisms for medical augmented reality
applications is one of the most crucial aspects for accepting these applications for use in the
operating room. Commonly, intra-operative navigation information is displayed on an
installed monitor, requiring the operating surgeon to change focus from the monitor to the
surgical site and vice versa during navigation. Projector-based augmented reality has the
potential to alleviate this problem. The aim of our work is to use a projector for visualization,
and provide intuitive means for direct interaction with the projected information.
Methods
A consumer-grade projector is used to visualize preoperatively defined surgical planning data.
The projection of the virtual information is possible on any deformable surface and a surgeon
can interact with the presented virtual information. A Microsoft Kinect camera is used to
capture both the surface interactions and the deformations of the surface over time. The
retrieved 3D point cloud is processed using the Point Cloud Library to create a 3D virtual
model of the interaction zone.
Both the depth and the RGB image from the Kinect camera are used to recognize gesture- and
touch-based interactions. The detection of the surgeon’s interaction is based on the positions
of his/her fingertips. The image processing pipeline that needs to be applied for a robust
fingertip detection is presented in Figure 1. We measure the contour's curvature at the convex
hull points of the detected hand mask (in form of angles) and put a threshold on the minimum
curvature expected for a point to be accepted as a fingertip [1].

Fig. 1. Two fingertips in contact with the interaction zone: (top-down, left to right) HSIprofile-based hand segmentation mask; median-filtered hand segmentation mask; dilated
median filtered hand segmentation mask; final hand segmentation mask obtained by filtering
out pixels based on distance to hand palm point and depth differences; extracted hand contour
[4]; coarsened hand contour [2] and its convex hull [3]; aligned Kinect RGB/depth image
together with two detected fingertips (red and green) and hand palm point (blue).
Upon calibration of projector and Kinect camera using the nestk library, having the fingertips
extracted, and by using the point cloud representation of the surface, we are able to detect
whether the surgeon interacts with the projected virtual information by putting a threshold on
the closeness of his/her fingertips to the interaction zone and compute what projected virtual

information the surgeon interacts with by using the projector-Kinect calibration information.
We then showcase how the system can be deployed for navigation in a surgical context by
identifying the required functionality of such an application, defining the available interaction
vocabulary in terms of detected gestures and (multi-)touches, and mapping gestures and
(multi-)touches to navigation tasks in the application, which modify the displayed virtual data.
Results
Figure 2 shows our interaction and visualization system, targeted for use with any surgical
navigation application. The user stands in front of the Microsoft Kinect camera, while
relevant medical information is projected on the interaction zone, e.g., a surgical table covered
with green sheets. A hand wave gesture initiates the tracking of the hand. The user can, then,
interact with the projected virtual information according to the defined multi-touch-based
gestures. Thus, all information such as preoperative planning data is provided to the surgeon
and his team intra-operatively in an easy and intuitive way in the proximity to the patient.

Fig. 2. (left to right) Coupled projector-Kinect device where visual data is projected on
interaction zone (green sheet); user initiates tracking with hand wave gesture; pinch-and-pan
gesture to interact with the projected virtual information on a curved surface.
In lab studies, we observed that all users got used with the system and the interaction
mechanisms very quickly and found it very intuitive. They stated that it seems familiar from
what they are used to from standard multi-touch displays and applications. Overall there are
no visual mismatches between what is being shown on the interaction zone, and what the user
expects to see based on his touch-based gesture input to the system.
Conclusion
We enabled the projection of the virtual information on an arbitrarily shaped surface and used
a Microsoft Kinect camera to capture the interaction zone and the surgeon’s actions. Our
novel vision-based interaction and projector-based visualization system is targeted for use in
medical augmented-reality applications. The system eliminates the burden for the surgeon to
have to turn his view from the surgical site to the monitor, eliminates unpleasant distractions
and, consequently, may enhance the surgeon’s performance.
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